PURPLE TASKBOOK

Word Building
Add the suffix -ic to the top five words above.
Add the suffix -ive to the bottom five words.
Write the -ice words in alphabetical order.
_________ _________ _________
_________ _________
Write the -ive words in alphabetical order.
_________ _________ _________
_________ _________
Use the ten test words to complete the sentences. Write your own sentence using this word
also.
a) If they cost a lot they are very ………expensive………………
Sentence: _________________________________________
b) The good looking film star was very ………………….
_____________________________________________
c) I plugged in the ………………… kettle to boil water.
_____________________________________________
d) The ……………………… soldier was awarded a medal.
_____________________________________________
e) Someone who does things quickly is ………………….
_____________________________________________
f) To hide things is to be ………………………
_____________________________________________
g) The ……………………… man went to the gym very often.
_______________________________________

h) The skyscraper was ………………………
_____________________________________________
i) If a metal is attracted to a magnet it is ………………………
_____________________________________________
j) Tom has an ……………………… face so it is easy to see how he is feeling.
_____________________________________________
Remember to use a dictionary if you need any help.
The above list is going to be your 10 words you are going to need to learn at home. At the
end of the week please complete a spelling test with your adult and send the results to your
teacher.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Using a dictionary
Circle the word in each pair that would appear first in a dictionary.
1a) Carpenter 1b) crater
2a) kitchen 2b) kipper
3a) jester 3b) jealous
4a) building 4b) badger
5a) sausage 5b) savage

6a) monster 6b) museum
7a) steam 7b) sheet
8a) table 8b) tear
Identify a word that can be placed in the category below. Remember to keep these words in
alphabetical order. Tip- Use a dictionary to help you for the last 3 words.
Category Word 1 ? Word 2
Animal Horse Example lion Monkey
Fruit Apple Grape
Family Brother Mother
Words beginning
with ‘W’ Wand Witch
Words beginning
with ‘f’ Face fox
Words beginning
with ‘t’ Tank Tomato
Captain Tom Moore: WW2 veteran who raised millions for the NHS
A 99-year-old Second World War veteran has raised more than £17m for the NHS by
walking 100 laps of his garden using a Zimmer frame.
Captain Tom Moore, who turns 100 on April 30, wanted to complete the challenge at his
home in Bedfordshire before his birthday to support medics on the frontline the coronavirus
crisis, who he says are "national heroes". The former tank commander had set a target of
£1,000, which he reached in just 24 hours, but went on to raise an astonishing figure for the
NHS Charities Together organisation.
He has received multiple messages of thanks from NHS workers, sports personalities and
politicians.
The funds raised by Mr Moore will be spent on well-being packs for NHS staff and for
kitting out rest and recuperation rooms.
It is expected electronic devices to enable hospital patients to keep in contact with loved ones
will also be purchased, and some of the money will go towards working with community
groups to support patients once they are discharged from hospitals.

Mr Moore's daughter, Hannah, who he has lived with for 12 years, said her father is a "typical
Yorkshireman" who is "very stoic and controlled" and "takes everything in his stride".
She said he is an early riser and his morning routine would start with letting the dogs out of
the house before settling down to read the newspaper.
Later in the day, he embarks on his regular 10 laps of the driveway and garden, an endeavour
he started the weekend before Easter.
Captain Tom said he finds walking difficult but others "have it a lot worse".
“I can get about slowly [but] most people don’t want me to run about too fast,” he said. “I can
manage and will continue to manage as long as I possibly can.”
His daughter added: “We always knew that he was this incredible gem of a man, but we
never had any idea that his story would capture the hearts of the nation.
“We thought we could give people a little bit of happiness and we wanted to share a little bit
about him, and it has just gone beyond even our wildest, wildest dreams.”

Answer the following questions.
1. What was the original target Captain Tom planned to
reach?

Write one thing the money raised is planned to be spent

3. True or false Captain Tom has lived with his son for 12
years.

4. How many laps did Captain Tom do of his garden?

5. Find the sentence ‘Captain Tom said he finds walking difficult’,
what was his comment after this?

6. When does Captain Tom turn 100?

ROLL & WRITE
A STORY

Your literacy challenge this week is to write me a story. Roll a dice to see WHERE? WHEN? WHO?
WHAT? You can write as much or as little as you like every day but please make sure you write
SOMETHING each day! Use your story mountain to help plan your story.

WHERE: Carwarden House

WHERE: in your house

WHEN: in the morning

WHEN: during lockdown

WHERE: on a boat in the sea

WHERE: on a beach

WHEN: at night

WHEN: in the summer

WHERE: in a castle

WHERE: in a time machine

WHEN: 100 years ago

WHEN: on Christmas Day

WHO: a talking gorilla

WHO: an angry head master

WHO: a crazy lady

WHO: a naughty school child

WHO: a blind man

WHO: a funny teacher

__________________________________

WHERE: through a secret doorway

WHERE: running away from the Yeti

WHERE: finds a secret diary

WHERE: being chased by an army

WHERE: climbing Mount Everest

WHERE: stranded in the desert

Email your completed stories to me at eilidh.brodie@carwarden.surrey.sch.uk
Thank you for all the acrostic poems sent so far – keep it coming!

